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WASTE, WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EMERGENCIES AND SUSTAINABILITY
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Bangladesh- Rohingya camp
Greece – Illegal landings

New York – twin towers

Italy – COVID19

Lebanon – refugees camp

Lampedusa-illegal landings
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Yaoundè: Informal settlemets occupies the 72% of the city space, living 80% of the city 
population (UN-Habitat, 2015)

Khayelitsha, Cape Town,
South Africa
Population: 400,000 Kibera, Nairobi, 

Kenya
Population: 700,000

Dharavi, Mumbai,
India
Population: 1 million Ciudad Neza, Mexico City, 

Mexico
Population: 1.2 million

Orangi Town, Karachi, 
Pakistan
Population: 2.4 million
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the 2.2 billion of people who may be added 
between 2017 and 2050, 1.3 billion will be 
added  in Africa
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• 10 countries are expected to account 
collectively for more than half of the 
world’s projected population growth over 
the period 2017-2050 – 6 of these are in 
Africa (UN DESA, 2017)
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• This growth will place an increased 
burden on already strained waste 
infrastructure in African cities and 
towns
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90% of the 
developing 
world's 
wastewater is still 
discharged 
untreated
into local rivers 
and streams 
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Who benefits from the wars in Africa?
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NEPAL

Bangladesh

Tanzania



“The smell, flies, heat and unsanitary 
conditions on this Bangladeshi dumpsite are 
indescribable. I wanted to show abject 
poverty to my two boys (aged 7 and 10). The 
young girl's bright clothing, bare head in the 
heat and bare feet on the piles of refuse as 
she clambers up the heap to find some 
materials to sell are striking. My oldest boy 
couldn't speak for 2 minutes after seeing the 
photograph”

Bangladesh



Prabha Jayesh



China

what are they doing?

Indonesia



‘The waste river’ - Nile River, Cairo, 
Egypt 
The photo depicts a woman emptying her
waste bin into the Nile River close to
Egyptian capital Cairo.
Country’s unstable political 
circumstances left environmental issues 
being left behind on the agenda. 
In the meantime the appropriate
management of waste produced in the
metropolis of ca. 20 million people is of
growing concern. Solid waste is
commonly left on sides of the roads,
causing spread by wind or even fires, or
ends up directly in one of the Nile’s
numerous inflows.

SPAZIO - La prevenzione all’inquinamento declinata al femminile: esperienze da paesi vicini e lontani, 
mariacristina.lavagnolo@unipd.it

what is she doing?



LIBANO: campo profughi

what waste?



‘Your waste is their responsibility…’ - PIRANA - Ahmedabad of Gujarat, India

INDIA
what emotion?



‘NEGATIVE IMPACT’ - Kolkata, India
The monkey in the picture with her baby 
on her back is trying to collect is food 
from a roadside vat assuming that there 
is food inside. 
The natural food for them is scarce due 
to uproot and deforestation of trees for 
the sake of human advancement.

SPAZIO - La prevenzione all’inquinamento declinata al femminile: esperienze da paesi vicini e lontani, 
mariacristina.lavagnolo@unipd.it

INDIA



SPAZIO - La prevenzione all’inquinamento declinata al femminile: esperienze da paesi vicini e lontani, 
mariacristina.lavagnolo@unipd.it

ESTE
would you work here?

separazione manuale



NAPOLI



‘Emancipation’ Photo portrays a woman
wearing burqa and sweeping the rocks
surrounding the Great Pyramid of Giza,
Egypt. The image facilitates a discussion
beyond that of solid waste management and
cleanness of public space. The matter of
equality and basic rights of women, taken for
granted in most developed countries, is once
again up for debate.

Egypt



Essential Public and Environmental Health Services
Provided by Informal Sector Workers in achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals

Urban Recycling Cooperatives - BRASIL

http://www.juttagutberlet.com
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LITERARY CAFE' a venue open to the public of all ages and levels of education,
addressed to the population, to rise up the awarness on environmental issues

- education, training for women and young people in situations
of vulnerability (campaign against gender based violence, to
promote women in business world)

- awareness and information campaigns on environmental issues for all 

- production and distribution of informative material
- tayloring

https://www.immaginafrica.org

mariacristina.lavagnolo@unipd.it
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Collection and valorisation of household waste in Agnibilékru, Ivory Coast 45660 inhabitants

COOPAYEA, 3000 women involved

45 employers

FUNDS: WALDENSIAN CHURCH

(EBENE; COOPAYEA; Municipality of Agnibilekru;
Cooperativa Est; project of the University of Padova) Therese

mariacristina.lavagnolo@unipd.it



LOCAL HANDCRAFT PRODUCTS FROM WASTE
salable at Cox's Bazar, center of tourism

KUTUPALONG CAMP - ROHINGYA refugee camp

The case of Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh



inspiring model

https://www.goldmanprize.org/recipient/laila-iskandar-kamel/

Association for the Protection of the Environment

INCLUSIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
A.P.E.

GOLDMAN ENVIRONMENTAL PRIZE
riconosce le persone per gli sforzi 
sostenuti e significativi per 
proteggere e migliorare l'ambiente 
naturale, spesso a grande rischio 
personale

https://www.goldmanprize.org/recipient/laila-iskandar-kamel/

